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If you're one of those who put any stock in

the "Paul Is Dead" idea,  “Paul McCartney

Really Is Dead: The Last Testament of

George Harrison” will make you finally realize

it was all a hoax.

This DVD, to be released Sept. 1, is beyond

bad. It's one of the worst things ever put out

using the Beatles name, and a supreme

insult to each of them. That’s especially true

of Harrison, whose badly imitated voice

narrates this so-called "story".

You can see pieces of the "story" in the

slideshow at the bottom of the page.

The backstory is that supposedly in 2005,

Highway 61 Entertainment, who just

happened to put this out, received a package

from London with no return address. Inside

were two mini-cassettes dated Dec. 30,

1999, and labeled “The Last Testament of

George Harrison.”

The "tapes" say that Paul McCartney was

really killed in a car crash in November,

1966. The accident occurred after a late-night studio session in which McCartney stormed out after a

disagreement with John Lennon over the musical direction the group was taking. According to the

story, McCartney supposedly wanted to make more radio hits, while Lennon wanted the records to

make statements.

The other Beatles learned of his death from a M15 operative named only “Maxwell.” (That's the first

of several "connections" in this story.) “Maxwell” told the Beatles that McCartney was giving a lift to a

woman named “Rita” when the accident occurred. (You see a pattern here?)

“Maxwell” told them that if word got out of McCartney’s death, possible suicides could result and the

Queen’s government was anxious to avoid this. So a contest should be set up to pick a duplicate.

And “Maxwell” is no friend -- he threatens the surviving Beatles with severe bodily harm should details

of the plot surface.
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